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Heartbeats, muscle twitches, and lightning-fast thoughts are all manifestations of bioelectricity and rely on
the activity of a class of membrane proteins known as ion channels. The basic function of an ion channel
can be distilled into, ‘‘The hole opens. Ions go through. The hole closes.’’ Studies of the fundamental mech-
anisms by which this process happens and the consequences of such activity in the setting of excitable cells
remains the central focus of much of the field. One might wonder after so many years of detailed poking at
such a seemingly simple process, is there anything left to learn?Introduction
Ion channels are a concept that has fascinated scientists inter-
ested in the electrical function of the nervous system for at least
the last 60 years (Catterall et al., 2012; Hille, 2001). Ion channel
proteins form holes in membranes that open and close in
response to various chemical and electrical stimuli. These struc-
tures allow cells to tap into the energy stored in transmembrane
ionic gradients to generate the electrical signals that race
through our nerves and muscles. In 1988, when Neuron
launched, it published 21 papers devoted to some aspect of
ion channel research in its first year. These covered topics span-
ning frombasic channel biophysics to the behavior of channels in
complex systems. In reflecting on the questions that motivated
ion channel research 25 years ago, it is striking that the spirit, if
not the details, of the studies exemplified in Neuron’s inaugural
year mark many of the same questions that occupy the field
today. These include: what is the physical nature of a channel
(Auld et al., 1988; Ballivet et al., 1988; Deneris et al., 1988; Lev-
itan et al., 1988; Lotan et al., 1988; Rudy et al., 1988; Timpe et al.,
1988)? How do ions and pharmacological tools interact with
channel pores (MacKinnon et al., 1988; Miller, 1988; Miller
et al., 1988)? Where are particular channels expressed (Harris
et al., 1988; Siegel, 1988; Wang et al., 1988; Wisden et al.,
1988; Wollner et al., 1988) and how is this regulated by develop-
ment or electrical activity (Goldman et al., 1988; Hendry and
Jones, 1988)? How do channels respond to manipulations in
diverse types of excitable cells (Doerner and Alger, 1988; Hay-
don andMan-Son-Hing, 1988; Lechleiter et al., 1988; Lipscombe
et al., 1988; Maricq and Korenbrot, 1988; Pfaffinger et al., 1988;
Yakel and Jackson, 1988)? At the silver anniversary of the jour-
nal, we reflect on how much the field has changed, how certain658 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.classes of questions persist, and highlight some key open
questions that rest upon the major achievements of the past
quarter century but that still represent areas of great opportunity
for discovery.
The ion channel field is vast and it would take a book to do it
justice. Great progress has been made in understanding how
channels ‘‘gate’’ their pores. To capture some of this excitement
in a short space, we focus on three areas of phenomenal
advancement that frame key unaddressed problems: (1) the
transformation from cartoon to three dimensions of our under-
standing of the molecular nature of channels, (2) a tale of one
mechanism that is central to understanding neural signaling,
voltage sensing, and (3) how the complicated, multicomponent
protein complexes of channels are assembled and delivered to
the right place in the cell. These basic issues permeate the
biological functions of all ion channels and understanding such
facets of channel biology remains critical for unraveling how
channels operate in normal and disease states. Moreover,
continued pursuit of these core issues is indispensible for devel-
oping newmethods to manipulate channel function to drive both
fundamental research and the development of new agents to
treat diseases of the nervous system.
Ion Channels as Macromolecules
To understand an ion channel, how it works, how it is regulated,
and how it interacts with pharmacological agents, one needs to
know how the channel is built. Many of the core concepts about
ion channel function have been developed through the study of
two archetypal classes, voltage-gated channels permeable to
either sodium or potassium that drive action potential propa-
gation, and pentameric ligand-gated ion channels from fast
Figure 1. Ion Channels, from Concept to Structure
(A) Cartoonmodel of an ion channel, based on studies of voltage-gated sodium and voltage-gated potassium channels (after Hille, 1977a). This cartoon embodies
the basic understanding of voltage-gated ion channels when Neuron was launched.
(B) Unrooted tree depicting amino acid sequence relations of the minimal pore regions of VGIC superfamily members (from Yu and Catterall, 2004). Indicated
subfamilies are (clockwise): voltage-gated calcium and sodium channels (CaV and NaV), two-pore (TPC) and transient receptor potential (TRP) channels, inwardly
rectifying potassium channels (Kir), calcium-activated potassium channels (KCa), voltage-gated potassium channels (KV1–KV9), K2P channels, voltage-gated
potassium channels from the EAG family (Kv10–KV12), cyclic nucleotide gated channels (CNG), and hyperpolarization activated channels (HCN). ‘‘R’’ indicates
recognizable regulatory domains.
(C) Ribbon diagrammodel of a bacterial sodium channel (BacNaV). With the exception of the intracellular domains, which are often sites of modulation by cellular
factors and contain assembly domains, all key features in (A) are present themodels derived from crystallographic studies as of 2013. Model is a composite of the
NaVAb (Payandeh et al., 2011) and ‘‘pore-only’’ NaVAe1p (Shaya et al., 2013) structures. Elements from two membrane subunits and four cytoplasmic subunits
are shown. Arginines in the S4 voltage sensor are shown as space-filling models.
(D) Illustration of PD-VSD domain swapping as seen from the extracellular side of VGICs based on NaVAb (Payandeh et al., 2011). Individual subunits are colored
orange, cyan, yellow, and blue. Selectivity filter is violet and is indicated. Pore domain (PD) and voltage-sensor domain (VSD) of the cyan subunit are indicated.
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Perspectivechemical synapses, typified by the nicotinic acetylcholine recep-
tor. In this section, we focus on voltage-gated ion channels and
direct the reader to the following excellent reviews for a picture of
the recent strides made in the ligand-gated ion channel field
(Changeux, 2012; Corringer et al., 2012; Unwin, 2013).The basic concepts regarding the essential ion channel
components, as exemplified by voltage-gated sodium and
voltage-gated potassium channels, were in place 25 years ago
and rested on exceptionally insightful biophysical and pharma-
cological studies of the representative channel types in nativeNeuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 659
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Perspectivepreparations (Hille, 1977a, 2001) (Figure 1A). The channelmacro-
molecule was a protein that formed a ‘‘gated’’ pore having a
large internal vestibule and a smaller external one. In between
the vestibules lay a narrow ‘‘selectivity filter’’ that allowed pas-
sage of certain ions. This filter was long enough to hold more
than one ion at a time but so narrow that the ions needed to
move through in single file. The gate was on the intracellular
end of the pore and was controlled by a charged device
embedded in the membrane that sensed transmembrane mem-
brane voltage. When Neuron started, the channel field was
entering themolecular era. Many reports had to do with the iden-
tification and characterization of the genes for well-studied
channels that turned out to be members of three channel
superfamilies: voltage-gated ion channels (VGICs) (Auld et al.,
1988; Catterall, 2000; Jan and Jan, 1997; Noda et al., 1984,
1986; Papazian et al., 1987; Tanabe et al., 1987; Tempel et al.,
1987; Timpe et al., 1988), ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs)
(Ballivet et al., 1988; Corringer et al., 2000; Deneris et al., 1988;
Mishina et al., 1984; Noda et al., 1982, 1983), and glutamate
receptors (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994; Hollmann et al.,
1989). Such gene identification studies transformed the field as
they enabled researchers to marshal the tools of site-directed
mutagenesis, functional studies, and chemical labeling (Karlin
and Akabas, 1998) to take an activity that could only previously
be studied in a native cell and manipulate it in ways that allowed
them to assign particular amino acids to the function of crucial
channel parts.
One of the most important principles that emerged from the
surge of molecular identification efforts was that the transmem-
brane portions of voltage-gated sodium (NaV), voltage-gated
potassium (KV), and voltage-gated calcium channel (CaV) pores
were built from subunits that had essentially the same body
plan of six segments (S1–S6) forming a single subunit in KVs or
an array of four tandem repeats in NaVs and CaVs (Figure 1B).
This architectural commonality provided a background for a
host of mechanistic studies that defined pore-lining residues
(Liu et al., 1997; Ragsdale et al., 1994), selectivity filter elements
(Backx et al., 1992; Ellinor et al., 1995; Heginbotham et al., 1994;
Heinemann et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1993), and critical charges in
the S4 segment of the voltage sensor (Aggarwal andMacKinnon,
1996; Baker et al., 1998; Ji et al., 1996; Schoppa et al., 1992;
Seoh et al., 1996; Stu¨hmer et al., 1989). These studies, and
many others, inspired models that incorporated new ideas about
the roles of particular amino acids and their possible locations
within specific channel types. Because of the common core,
despite idiosyncratic differences among KVs, NaVs, and CaVs
in permeant ion type and in activation and inactivation proper-
ties, these details could still be discussed under the central para-
digm of a gate, selectivity filter, and voltage sensor as outlined in
Figure 1A.
Molecular identification of other channels revealed, unexpect-
edly, that the transmembrane scaffold comprising the VGIC core
was found in a wide range channels that were not primarily gated
by voltage, such as the large and diverse TRP channel family that
has members that respond to temperature, irritants, and other
sensory triggers (Nilius and Owsianik, 2011; Ramsey et al.,
2006a). Moreover, two branches of the potassium channel fam-
ily, inward rectifier (Kir) (Hibino et al., 2010) and two-pore domain660 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.(K2P) (Lesage and Barhanin, 2011) channels, lacked the S1–S4
segments and contained only transmembrane segments similar
to the KV channel S5–S6 portion. These topology differences
suggested a separation of function between the pore-forming
and voltage-sensing domains and indicated a potential evolu-
tionary route for how voltage-gated channels might arise (Jan
and Jan, 1994; Yu and Catterall, 2004). The later surprising dis-
covery of two classes of membrane proteins that had S1–S4
voltage-sensor domains that were not connected to a pore mod-
ule (Minor, 2006; Okamura et al., 2009), a voltage-sensitive phos-
phatase (Murata et al., 2005) and a proton channel (Ramsey
et al., 2006b; Sasaki et al., 2006), further reinforced the idea
that the core transmembrane elements of the VGIC family could
have arisen by an evolutionary ‘‘assembly by pieces’’ process.
The presence of such a modular structure within the membrane
is now strongly supported by crystallographic studies of KVs
(Long et al., 2005, 2007) and bacterial NaVs (BacNaVs) (Payan-
deh et al., 2011, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012), which show largely
structurally independent pore domains (PDs) and voltage-sensor
domains (VSDs), and protein dissection studies demonstrating
that the PDs (McCusker et al., 2011, 2012; Santos et al., 2006,
2008, 2012; Shaya et al., 2011, 2013) and VSDs (Butterwick
and MacKinnon, 2010; Chakrapani et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012)
are capable of folding and operating separately. Although the
modular design of soluble proteins is well known (Ye andGodzik,
2004), and is a clear principle underlying the nature of
many channel extramembranous domains (Mayer, 2011; Minor,
2007), the parallel situation within the membrane portions of
VGICs is striking. This modularity has been exploited to endow
voltage sensitivity onto channels that are not intrinsically voltage
sensitive (Arrigoni et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2001b) and to
deconstruct the action of toxins that target specific NaV VSDs
(Bosmans et al., 2008). Further manipulation of this modular
architecture holds great potential for engineering channels hav-
ing novel properties and for developing a synthetic biology
approach (Wang et al., 2013) to controlling the activity of neu-
rons, muscle cells, and other excitable cell types.
In addition to the insights regarding the core function of a
channel, which is to respond to a signal, open, and then let
ions flow down their electrochemical gradients, the molecular
description of the varied branches of VGIC superfamily tree
revealed a striking diversification of intracellular elements
attached to the core common transmembrane topology
(Figure 1B). In some cases, these elements were found to have
recognizable protein domains that sense metabolic signals
such as cyclic nucleotides (Craven and Zagotta, 2006) or cal-
cium (Contreras et al., 2013; Kovalevskaya et al., 2013) and
help to integrate channel activity with cellular signaling events.
Other intracellular domains have been shown to act in channel
assembly (Haitin and Attali, 2008; Schwappach, 2008; Yi et al.,
2001) and as sites for interaction with cytoplasmic subunits
(Minor and Findeisen, 2010; Haitin and Attali, 2008; Pongs and
Schwarz, 2010; Van Petegem et al., 2012). This molecular varia-
tion in extramembrane modules diversifies the functional prop-
erties of the basic transmembrane pore. Such architectural
elaboration can endow a channel with sensitivity to multiple
types of signals including calcium, phosphorylation, and pro-
tein-protein interactions. Figuring out how input signals are
Neuron
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portions of the channel remains an area filled with open ques-
tions. Additionally, many VGIC superfamily members have large
regions that are not similar to known folds and that have yet un-
defined functions. Understanding such channel parts should
inform our ability to connect the core activity of the transmem-
brane portion, controlling ion passage, with themore specialized
activities necessary for channel function in particular cellular
contexts. Focus on this integrative aspect of channel function
will be essential for uncovering how the complex intracellular
signaling network of a neuron, in which channels act in concert
with many other signaling molecules, shapes dynamic changes
in electrical activity.
Ion Channel Architecture in Three Dimensions
The molecular cloning era unveiled a VGIC superfamily that now
constitutes the third largest family of signal transduction pro-
teins, surpassed only by G protein-coupled receptors and
kinases (Yu and Catterall, 2004). This molecular knowledge
spurred a wealth of mutation-function studies that gave insights
into the nature of the pore, selectivity filter, and gating mech-
anisms. Undoubtedly the remarkable cartographic power of
such studies benefited from the fact that the probed areas
were mostly confined to transmembrane portions that were un-
der the strong constraint of being largely composed of helical
segments. But as deeply insightful as these studies were, getting
to the very essence of the macromolecular architecture respon-
sible for channel function required direct structural studies.
When understanding of channels was at the stage shown in
Figure 1A, it was recognized that the field needed the tools
of physical chemistry to understand channels better (Hille,
1977a). These tools have finally been unleashed in their full
power as the molecular cloning era has given researchers the
ability tomake ion channels and channel domains in the amounts
and of the quality required for X-ray crystallographic studies
(Minor, 2007). Roughly 10 years after the founding of Neuron,
this still unrivaled mode of molecular characterization started
to reveal the overall molecular construction underlying channels
and channel domains. This information reveals the location of
particular amino acids within the structure and greatly enhances
the precision with which the powerful analytical methods devel-
oped in the mutation-function era can be applied. Thus, now,
with the architecture of a particular channel in full view, detailed
mechanistic questions can be addressed through studies that
combine structural studies, functional experiments, and molec-
ular simulations (Ostmeyer et al., 2013; Sauguet et al., 2013;
Stansfeld and Sansom, 2011) and that start to realize the idea
of understanding channel function from the fundamental level
of physical chemistry.
The first structural breakthroughs at atomic resolution for full-
length channels were enabled by the discovery of ion channels
from bacteria and archaea that, to the surprise of many,
possessed archetypal channels from the VGIC and LGIC families
(Bocquet et al., 2007; Koishi et al., 2004; Ren et al., 2001;
Schrempf et al., 1995; Tasneem et al., 2005) despite the fact
that such organisms lack a nervous system. Similar to other
realms of structural investigation, such bacterial and archaeal
proteins proved invaluable for understanding the architectureand mechanisms behind the core functions of potassium chan-
nels (Doyle et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2001),
NaVs (Payandeh et al., 2011, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012), and
LGICs (Bocquet et al., 2009; Corringer et al., 2012; Hilf et al.,
2010; Hilf and Dutzler, 2008, 2009). This principle of common
mechanisms underlying basic biochemical functions has been
fundamental to modern biochemistry (Kornberg, 2000; Monod,
1971) and should be kept inmindwhen questions arise regarding
whether the structure or mechanistic features of a particular
bacterial or archaeal channel are relevant for understanding its
cousins from more ‘‘complex’’ organisms such as humans.
Although some details may be different, many features are likely
conserved. Ironically, in a field that has been heavily driven by
physiology, in nearly all cases, the biological role of such bacte-
rial and archaeal channels remains a mystery.
In addition to the strides made using bacterial and archaeal
channels as robust model systems for defining core VGICmech-
anisms (e.g., Cuello et al., 2010a, 2010b), advancements in the
ability to produce eukaryotic membrane proteins for crystallog-
raphy has yielded structures of homomeric representatives
from three of the eukaryotic potassium channel branches, KV
(Long et al., 2005, 2007), Kir (Tao et al., 2009; Whorton and
MacKinnon, 2011), and K2P (Brohawn et al., 2012; Miller and
Long, 2012) channels. The era of three-dimensional definition
of channels has only just started. We can expect many more
breakthroughs as we gain the ability to produce complicated
multiprotein complexes of channels that act as heteromeric
complexes, such as Kv7 channels (Soldovieri et al., 2011) and
the NMDA receptor (Mayer, 2011), and multicomponent com-
plexes, such as CaVs (Minor and Findeisen, 2010) and KATP
(Proks and Ashcroft, 2009).
Channels in Three Dimensions: Plus c¸a change, Plus
c’est la meme chose?
Structures of bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic VGIC family
members have revealed a wealth of information that has helped
refine concepts about gating, voltage-sensor movement (Vargas
et al., 2012), and ion selectivity (Alam and Jiang, 2011; Nimigean
and Allen, 2011; Roux et al., 2011). Yet, if one compares the
overall picture of a VGIC from the premolecular era (Figure 1A)
and that of a BacNaV from the poststructural era (Payandeh
et al., 2011, 2012; Shaya et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012)
(Figure 1C), one could come away with the impression that little
has changed. The key concepts, while now defined in atomic
detail, appear the same: the central pore, the narrow selectivity
filter on the extracellular side, the interior aqueous cavity, the
intracellular gate, and the voltage sensor bearing charged resi-
dues. Remarkably, as channels have changed from cartoon
depictions to real three-dimensional structures, many of the
main questions about how these various parts function remain
incompletely answered and are beset by a host of new ones
arising from unanticipated aspects of the channel architecture.
For example, how a VGIC senses voltage changes and how
these changes cause the channel to gate remains incompletely
answered (Chowdhury and Chanda, 2012). All VGIC structures
to date have the voltage sensors in a conformation that is
thought to represent an activated state, as it would be when
the membrane is depolarized. Despite this activated position,Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 661
Figure 2. The Five Pores of a VGIC
Extracellular view of Figure 1D. Pore domain is gray and shown as semi-
transparent to reveal positions of the S4-S5 linkers. Voltage-sensor domains
(VSD) are light blue. S4 segments are colored blue. S4 arginine side chains,
which are shown as space filling, occupy the cation-selective ‘‘gating pore’’ or
‘‘omega pore’’ within each VSD. The selectivity filter is violet and is indicated.
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different. The eukaryotic KV structures have an open intracellular
gate (Long et al., 2005, 2007), whereas the full-length BacNaV
structures show a closed intracellular gate that cannot allow
ions to pass (Payandeh et al., 2011, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012).
How can this be? These striking differences indicate that our un-
derstanding of the coupling between voltage-sensor movement
and channel gating is still imperfect (Chowdhury and Chanda,
2012). Moreover, we remain unclear on how much the context
of the bilayer influences channel conformation. Such issues un-
derscore the challenges in working with proteins that respond to
voltage and highlight a need to develop reagents that can be
used to isolate important states in the functional cycle of a VGIC.
There are at least three basic states for most channels: closed,
open, and inactivated. What one would like to develop are tools
for trapping such states so that representative structures of each
could be obtained. For comparison, it is interesting to contrast
the VGIC situation with that of another class of membrane pro-
teins that move ions, ATP-based pumps. Thanks to the rich array
of ATP analogs and other pharmacological tools, structural
studies of ATP-based pumps have mapped nearly all of the ma-
jor conformational intermediates of the transport cycle (Møller
et al., 2010). The hope is that structural understanding of the
VGIC superfamily can attain this level of description within the
next decade. Moreover, even though there appears to be a com-
mon core for the transmembrane parts of VGIC family, given
the shear diversity of gating inputs, which include voltage, tem-
perature, small molecules, and lipids, there are bound to be
unexpected variations in structural transitions and a lush confor-
mational diversity that will come to light only with structural
descriptions of many VGIC subtypes in different states. Devel-
oping new molecules to control channel function and obtaining
structures of complexes with such modulators will drive mecha-662 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.nistic understanding and, importantly, provide new tools for forg-
ing connections with the underlying biological functions.
From the standpoint of the Figure 1A cartoon, there are two
other prominent unexpected features revealed by VGIC super-
family structural studies. All of the full-length VGIC structures
display a domain-swapped architecture in which the pore from
one subunit is next to the VSD from its neighbor rather than its
own VSD (Figures 1D and 2). Such a domain-swapped architec-
ture must impart some level of cooperativity among the channel
subunits as the movement of one VSD could directly impact two
PDs, the one that it contacts directly and the one it is connected
to by virtue of the S4-S5 linker. Domain swapping is common in
diverse soluble proteins and most often occurs in hinge-loop re-
gions that bridge larger domains (Bennett and Eisenberg, 2004;
Liu and Eisenberg, 2002; Rousseau et al., 2012), which is exactly
the situation present in how the S4-S5 linker bridges the VSD and
PD. Both the origins and the consequences for function of this
swapped topology remain unclear. Further, how this domain
swapping is played out by VGIC superfamily members such as
CaVs, NaVs, and TPCs in which the subunits have covalent con-
straints between the six transmembrane blocks (Figure 1B) is not
known. Domain swapping is not unique to voltage-gated chan-
nels. K2P (Brohawn et al., 2013) and glutamate receptor (Sobo-
levsky et al., 2009) structures reveal domain swapping in
the membrane and extramembranous domains, respectively.
Clearly, such a quirky topology, particularly within the KV, Bac-
NaV, and K2P membrane domains, poses new challenges for
how we think about biogenesis of these proteins. Not only is
there a question about what the disparate pore domains dowhile
waiting for the other three during protein synthesis, but how do
they then assemble into these interlocked structures? Are there
chaperones that act within the plane of the membrane to guide
such processes and prevent misfolding events?
The last surprise highlighted here is the way in which lipids
from the bilayer seem to play a role in walling off part of the inter-
nal pore. Both BacNaVs (McCusker et al., 2012; Payandeh et al.,
2011, 2012; Shaya et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012) and K2Ps
(Brohawn et al., 2012, 2013; Miller and Long, 2012) have interior
cavities in which the pore-forming segments are arranged in a
way that opens lateral portals into the bilayer (Brohawn et al.,
2012). Studies from the Figure 1A era had proposed that hydro-
phobic channel blockers, such as anesthetics, might enter the
channel pore from the bilayer (Hille, 1977b, 2001). These side
portals now suggest a physical means for such a process. And
while it should be of no surprise that a channel domain bathed
in lipids might have important interactions with particular parts
of the surrounding bilayer, such features do open new questions
including: how might modulators move through such portals,
and do the size and shape of these lateral access pathways
change as the channel passes through its conformational cycle?
Addressing the issue of lipid structure around a channel and its
influence on channel structure remains challenging and an
important area for further inquiry.
Thus, even though things have changed greatly as channels
have progressed from cartoon conceptions to fully developed
three-dimensional molecules, the basic questions of what
opens the hole, how does the hole open, where is the gate,
and what goes through the hole remain central to the field. These
Neuron
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‘‘classically’’ investigated types, such as VGICs, LGICs, and
glutamate receptors, but are even more pressing for less well-
understood channels built on alternative trimeric scaffolds,
such as P2X receptors (Jiang et al., 2013) and ASICs (Wemmie
et al., 2013), and channels that respond to temperature (Nilius
and Owsianik, 2011) and mechanical force (Coste et al., 2012;
Kim et al., 2012; Yan et al. 2013).
Stops and Starts on the Way to Understanding Voltage
Sensing
A beautiful illustration of the iterative nature of scientific progress
on ion channels and of the way that new methods enable defin-
itive experiments to be done is the story of voltage sensing.
Having resolved the voltage-dependent sodium and potassium
conductances in voltage-clamp studies in the 1940s and
1950s, Hodgkin and Huxley simulated the complex dynamics
by which the conducting devices of the squid giant axon mem-
brane turn on and off to generate the action potential (Hodgkin
and Huxley, 1952). They recognized that to sense voltage the
devices needed to have a charge (perhaps an ion captured
from solution) in the plane of the membrane that would be dis-
placed inward and outward by changes in themembrane electric
field. It took 20 years until Armstrong and Bezanilla measured the
very small current that is generated by the motion of this ‘‘gating
charge’’ (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1973). While evidence accu-
mulated over the years that the conducting devices are made of
protein, it took the invention of single-channel patch-clamp
recording (Hamill et al., 1981) to show that the mechanism of
conduction through the best-known conductors was too fast
for a transporter and must be flux through a pore (Hille, 2001).
The cloning of the first voltage-gated sodium and potassium
channels in the mid- to late 1980s led to the discovery of the
strange S4 segment, the only sequence motif similarity between
sodium and potassium channels: a repeat with several arginine
residues spaced at intervals of three, interspersed with hydro-
phobic amino acids. Perhaps this was the voltage sensor? It
would mean that S4 would have to sit in the membrane and slide
through it in response to voltage change. The few structures
available for membrane proteins at the time had shown that
membrane segments tended to be a helices oriented perpendic-
ular to the membrane plane. These examples led Catterall, Guy,
and Seetharamulu to postulate that the arginine side chains of S4
curl around the helix with the pitch similar to the red stripe on a
barbershop pole. This arrangement would then allow S4 to turn
in a screw-like motion and permit each arginine to replace its
predecessor as the S4 helix traversed the membrane (Catterall,
1986; Guy and Seetharamulu, 1986).
Neuron was born when site-directed mutagenesis and func-
tional analysis promised to nail down the molecular mechanism
of voltage sensing. The obvious first thing to try was to neutralize
S4 arginines. This was done in sodium (Stu¨hmer et al., 1989) and
potassium channels (Liman et al., 1991; Papazian et al., 1991),
leading to massive shifts in the voltage dependence of gating.
Case closed? Well not quite. These studies also found that sub-
stitutions of arginine with lysine produced similar shifts, despite
preserving the charge. Moreover, so did hydrophobic for hydro-
phobic mutations in the residues between the arginines (Lopezet al., 1991). Clearly, another approach was needed to test the
contribution of the arginines to gating charge.
If only one could measure the amount of gating charge per
channel directly, determine whether S4 is really a transmem-
brane segment, and, if so, see whether it moves in and out
through the membrane. In 1996, two groups measured the total
gating charge in a cell expressing wild-type or arginine-neutral-
ized potassium channels and divided the value by the number
of channels on the cell membrane determined using either
a radio-labeled blocking toxin or noise analysis (Aggarwal
and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996). The results closely
agreed: each of the four subunits of the channel had three to
four gating charges, corresponding to the first four arginines
of S4. At about the same time, cysteine accessibility analysis
in both KVs and NaVs showed that S4 does indeed span the
membrane and that it moves outward with membrane depolar-
ization by an amount that displaces the same first four arginines
through a narrow passage, thereby accounting for the transfer
of about three charges per subunit (Larsson et al., 1996;
Yang et al., 1996; Yang and Horn, 1995). The agreement
between the studies was remarkable. But one was left
hankering for a real-time measure of S4 motion. Voltage-clamp
fluorometry made this possible, showing that the voltage
dependence and kinetics of S4 displacement precisely match
the displacement of gating charge (Cha and Bezanilla, 1997;
Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996;
Yang and Horn, 1995).
One still had some explaining to do. How does one accommo-
date charged arginines in a hydrophobic membrane? Conserved
negatively charged residues in the S2 and S3 membrane seg-
ments were shown to electrostatically interact with S4 arginines
(Papazian et al., 1995) and these could accommodate the two
arginines at a time that entered the inaccessible pathway in the
span of the membrane (Baker et al., 1998). Moreover, evidence
was obtained that suggested that S4 does actually turn when it
moves outward (Cha and Bezanilla, 1997; Glauner et al., 1999),
supporting the helical screw model. But what was the nature of
this pathway? A major kerfuffle followed the publication of the
first structure of an archaeal voltage-gated channel, KvAP, which
was caught in a conformation in which S4 lay at the interface
between the membrane and the internal solution, leading to
the proposal that the voltage-sensing motion moved it into the
membrane with the arginines remaining at the periphery facing
the lipid (Jiang et al., 2003). This radical notion was supported
by modeling that suggested that the delocalized charge of the
arginine side chain may not be as adverse to a lipid environment
as previously thought (Freites et al., 2005). However, disulfide
bridging indicated that S4 borders the pore in both the resting
and activated states (Gandhi et al., 2003) and subsequent
structures of a mammalian potassium channel (Long et al.,
2005) confirmed the intimate electrostatic pairing between S4
arginines and acidic residues in S2 and S3 shown earlier by
Papazian.
The nature of the S4 arginine ‘‘conduction pathway’’ re-
mained to be explained. Substitution of arginine with histidine
converted the pathway to either a proton pore or pump (Starace
and Bezanilla, 2004). So was this a pore of the kind through
which sodium or potassium ions permeate? Or was it a narrowNeuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 663
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mutations of arginine that further reduced side-chain bulk
were found to turn the VSD of a potassium channel into a
nonselective cation channel that ‘‘opens’’ when that arginine
position enters the narrow pathway in the membrane (Tombola
et al., 2005). Subsequent work showed that a potassium chan-
nel has five pores: one signature central pore that is selective for
potassium and four peripheral gating pores or ‘‘omega pores,’’
one in each VSD (Tombola et al., 2007) (Figure 2). This ‘‘five-
hole’’ architecture was present in NaVs too, where naturally
occurring mutations of S4 arginines were found to cause dis-
ease (Sokolov et al., 2007; Struyk and Cannon, 2007). Striking
too, the proton-conducting pore of the voltage-gated Hv1 chan-
nel, which lacks a pore domain (Ramsey et al., 2006b; Sasaki
et al., 2006), is located in its VSD and has been proposed to
be gated by movement of S4 into a position that allows omega
pore-like conductance (Koch et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009;
Tombola et al., 2008).
So, has themechanism of voltage sensing been cracked? One
could find affirmation to this question in the striking agreement
between recent molecular dynamics simulation of potassium
channel-gating motions (Jensen et al., 2012) and 24 years of
experimentation in the Neuron era. However, much remains to
be explained. The ‘‘consensus model’’ of voltage sensing (Var-
gas et al., 2012) still has substantial discrepancies between
KVs and NaVs channels that could indicate functional divergence
or incomplete accounting of the process. Even more curious is
the fact that CNG, TRP, and SK channels that are not sensitive
to voltage contain VSDs. Why should a channel need a VSD if
it is not voltage sensitive? Moreover, one wants to knowwhether
the peripheral location of the VSD makes it a hotspot for lipid
modulation or for regulation by auxiliary subunits (Gofman
et al., 2012; Nakajo and Kubo, 2011). While contact between
the internal loop following S4 and a piece of the S6 intracellular
gate could explain the voltage control of one aspect of gating,
how is S4 motion ‘‘communicated’’ to the inactivation gate in
the selectivity filter? Indeed, because prolonged times at zero
voltage lead to slow inactivation, concern has been raised that
the structures obtained to date reflect the C-type inactivated
state—a state that alters S4 motion and possibly its posture. If
so, not only have we never ‘‘seen’’ S4 at rest, but we may also
not know its activated conformation. Finally, how does S4’s
control of gating interact with parallel control by ion or cyclic
nucleotide binding domains? So yes, in answer to the question,
voltage sensing has been cracked open. Now it just needs to
be closed up.
Channel Biogenesis: RNA Processing, Channel
Assembly, and Traffic
The intricacy of the inner workings of ion channels discussed
thus far makes one wonder how channels form, how they are
positioned at just the right place for their physiological functions,
and how they may be subjected to modulation at various stages
of their biogenesis and trafficking. Inquiries about the origin and
trajectory of ion channels inside the cell have revealed the great
lengths and ingenious ways taken by cells to ensure that chan-
nels can do their job properly. These studies have shown that
right from the birth of a channel protein, neurons use a wide664 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.range of interventions to shape the properties and destinations
of particular channel molecules.
RNA Processing: RNA Editing, Alternative Splicing,
Dendritic Targeting, and Silencing
The first step in making a protein is to produce the mRNA that
codes for it. This initial step in the life of a channel can be altered
in ways that profoundly affect its function, location, and expres-
sion. Sometimes a gene sequence does not specify the protein
sequence. This violation of the central dogma of molecular
biology, known as ‘‘RNA editing,’’ in which particular adenosines
within an mRNA are converted to inosine and change codon
meaning, provides a layer of modulation that dramatically re-
shapes protein function and that is found in a large number of
channel types (Hoopengardner et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2012;
Rosenthal and Seeburg, 2012). Glutamate receptors, the first
eukaryotic gene products found to bemodifiable by RNA editing,
exemplify the involvement of RNA editing (Lomeli et al., 1994),
as well as alternative splicing (Mosbacher et al., 1994) in the
regulation of channel function, assembly, and dendritic mRNA
targeting (Greger et al., 2003; Isaac et al., 2007; La Via et al.,
2013; Penn and Greger, 2009).
One of the best-studied RNA editing events changes an amino
acid within the pore of AMPA receptors from glutamine to argi-
nine. The resultant physiochemical change of neutral to basic
side chain has a profound impact on the core function of the
channel, making the channel impermeable to calcium ions and
lowering overall ion permeability. The importance of this editing
process is highlighted by the observation that knockout of the
RNA editing enzyme, adenosine deaminase acting on RNA 2
(ADAR2), is lethal to mice and is attributed to the critical RNA ed-
iting of glutamate receptors at the Q/R site for restricting calcium
permeability (Higuchi et al., 2000). RNA editing also modifies KV,
NaVs, CaVs, and LGICs (Hoopengardner et al., 2003; Huang
et al., 2012). The presence and level of edited transcripts may
allow excitable cells to change their electrical properties as a
consequence of activity or environmental factors (Rosenthal
and Seeburg, 2012). A striking example of this effect is the obser-
vation of differential RNA editing of the Kv1.1 voltage-gated
potassium channel in polar, temperate, and tropical octopi at a
site in the S6 segment of the pore that changes a single amino
acid from isoleucine to valine and accelerates channel inactiva-
tion. This change may enable polar-dwelling octopi to maintain
rapid action potential firing in cold conditions (Garrett and
Rosenthal, 2012).
Where the transcript goes and how it is translated is also a
point of modulation that impacts channel function. For instance,
dendritic targeting and local translation of glutamate receptor
mRNA is regulated by neuronal activity (Aoto et al., 2008;
Grooms et al., 2006; Ju et al., 2004; Maghsoodi et al., 2008;
Smith et al., 2005) and may involve RNA binding proteins such
as fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) (Muddashetty
et al., 2007; Schu¨tt et al., 2009; Soden and Chen, 2010) and cyto-
plasmic polyadenylation element binding protein 3 (CPEB3)
(Huang et al., 2006; Pavlopoulos et al., 2011). It is remarkable
that dendritically targeted GluA1 and GluA2 mRNAs correspond
to the unedited flip isoform (La Via et al., 2013), which matures
more rapidly in the ER (Penn and Greger, 2009) and thus may
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(Seeburg et al., 1998). This finding raises intriguing questions
about the dynamics of local production of glutamate receptors
and how receptor composition and hence, channel properties
such as calcium permeability and kinetics, may vary with
neuronal activity.
As yet another example of channel modulation at the RNA
level, targeting Kv1.2mRNA via a long noncoding RNA that is up-
regulated by nerve injury may account for the increased excita-
tion of dorsal root ganglion sensory neurons and neuropathic
pain (Zhao et al., 2013). Thus, intra- and inter-RNA duplex forma-
tion during and shortly after transcription appears to launch
a variety of channel RNA processing with profound influence
over whether and where a channel will be made, as well as the
subunit composition and channel properties.
Channel Assembly: Folding and Assembly of Homomeric
or Heteromeric Channels
Many ion channels are assembled frommultiple transmembrane
subunits, including everymember of the potassium channel sub-
families from the VGIC superfamily (Figure 1B). Hence, how a
channel is made and checked for proper folding and assembly
by the cell is the critical first step in its lifecycle. Studies of arche-
types from the VGIC (Schwappach, 2008), LGIC (Tsetlin et al.,
2011; Valle´s and Barrantes, 2012), and GluR (Hansen et al.,
2010; Sukumaran et al., 2012) superfamilies have begun to
outline the role of key domains in guiding assembly and hetero-
meric assembly specificity and have started to map the impor-
tance of interaction with quality control elements of the ER and
Golgi.
One of the best-studied examples is in Kv channels where
the cytoplasmic N-terminal tetramerization domain facilitates
assembly of subunits within the same subfamily (Covarrubias
et al., 1991; Kreusch et al., 1998; Li et al., 1992); replacing this
T1 domain with an artificial tetramerization domain supports
channel assembly but alters channel kinetics, whereas removal
of T1 domain drastically reduces surface expression of func-
tional channels (Deutsch, 2002; Minor et al., 2000; Zerangue
et al., 2000). Thus, whereas the T1 domain acquires its tertiary
structure shortly after emerging from the ribosomal exit tunnel
(Kosolapov et al., 2004) and enables interactions among Kv sub-
units still attached to ribosomes (Lu et al., 2001a), there are other
subunit interactions that mediate channel assembly. This notion
is echoed by the finding of reduced surface expression of GluA2
lacking its amino terminal domain (ATD) for dimerization (Kumar
et al., 2011). Dimerization of dimers is another common theme
for Kv channels (Tu and Deutsch, 1999) and glutamate receptors
(Kumar et al., 2011).
Studies of Kv channel biogenesis illustrate how a monomeric
channel subunit first acquires secondary structure within the
ribosome and then folds into a membrane protein in the ER.
Most of the helical segments that span the membrane or
reside in sequences connecting transmembrane segments
adopt their compact structures within a permissive vestibule
in the ribosomal tunnel near the exit port (Tu and Deutsch,
2010). This is thought to be followed by concerted insertion
of the VSD, linker, and PD (Sato et al., 2002; Tu et al., 2000).
Remarkably, despite the fact that many parts of the PD makesubunit-subunit interactions within a fully assembled channel,
the PD portion of a single Kv subunit appears to be able to
adopt its tertiary fold in the absence of other Kv subunits
(Gajewski et al., 2011). This finding suggests that each subunit
takes on a fairly mature appearance prior to tetramerization
and raises questions about what happens to the polar ele-
ments of the transmembrane portions, which face the ion-con-
ducting portions of the selectivity filter and central pore in the
fully assembled channels, while they are waiting to interact
with the other three members required to make a functioning
pore.
The exposure of polar residues within the transmembrane
domain is likely to facilitate ER retention or retrieval of mono-
meric channel subunits and partially folded or assembled chan-
nel complexes via ER quality control machineries involving
proteins like Rer1 (Sato et al., 2003, 2004), as shown for muscle
acetylcholine receptor subunits (Valkova et al., 2011). Inefficient
folding as demonstrated for CFTR chloride channels and squid
KVs (Liu et al., 2001; Ward et al., 1995) and exposure of charged
residues on voltage sensors to the membrane could lead to
the association of Rer1 and calnexin to NaVs due to their affinity
for transmembrane segments that contain charged residues,
causing channels to be chaperoned to various trafficking path-
ways (Li et al., 2010).
There are some common themes for channel biogenesis
shared by tetrameric VGICs and the pentameric LGICs. Surface
expression of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors and GABAA
receptors depends on the evolutionarily conserved ER mem-
brane complex (EMC) that regulates protein folding and ER-
associated degradation (Richard et al., 2013). Unlike dimers
lacking GABAA receptor a or b subunit that are retained in
the ER, assembly of heterodimers of a and b subunits involves
calnexin and the immunoglobulin heavy chain binding protein
BiP (Bradley et al., 2008; Connolly et al., 1996; Luscher et al.,
2011). In addition to ER chaperones such as BiP/GRP78, cal-
nexin, and ERp57 (Blount and Merlie, 1991; Colombo et al.,
2013; Gelman et al., 1995; Paulson et al., 1991; Wanamaker
and Green, 2007), the ER membrane protein RIC-3 regulates
acetylcholine receptor assembly and ER dwell time (Alexander
et al., 2010).
One striking finding is that, often, interaction with small mole-
cules, including the natural ligand of a channel, can influence
biogenesis. Not only does glutamate act as a chemical chap-
erone in the biogenesis of glutamate receptors (Penn and
Greger, 2009), but GABA may be an intracellular chaperone for
GABAA receptor biogenesis (Eshaq et al., 2010) and nicotine
may act in a similar way for nascent a4b2 and a3b4 nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors in the ER to enhance their surface
expression (Colombo et al., 2013; Govind et al., 2012; Mazzo
et al., 2013; Miwa et al., 2011; Sallette et al., 2005; Srinivasan
et al., 2011). Similar mechanisms may be involved in the rescue
of deficient trafficking of a mutant HERG potassium channel in
human long QT syndrome by HERG channel blockers (Rajamani
et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 1999), and the ability of sulfonylureas
to function as chemical chaperones to rescue the trafficking
defects of ATP-sensitive potassium channels bearing certain
mutations that cause congenital hyperinsulinism (Yan et al.,
2004). Together, these observations suggest that a betterNeuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 665
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standing of basic issues about membrane protein folding and
may also yield newmeans to intervene in cases in which channel
activity has gone wrong in disease states.
Channel Traffic: Early Internal Decisions Regulating
Channel Density and Composition
Ensuring that only properly folded and assembled channels
make it to plasma membrane is important as channels that
lack key elements of regulation could cause serious dysfunction.
Starting with ER quality control, proteins that reside in the ER or
Golgi shuttle channel complexes between these intracellular
compartments before mature channels proceed in forward
traffic to reach the cell membrane (Colombo et al., 2013; Dan-
court and Barlowe, 2010; Deutsch, 2003; Luscher et al., 2011;
Schwappach, 2008). Curiosity about the remarkable ability of a
cell to enforce octomeric assembly of ATP-sensitive potassium
(KATP) channels containing four Kir6.1/2 subunits of the Kir family
and four SUR1/2 subunits of an equally ancient transporter fam-
ily led to the finding that COPI recognition of arginine-based mo-
tifs on these a and b subunits in partially assembled KATP channel
complexes causes their retrieval from the Golgi back to the ER
(Heusser et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2003; Zerangue et al., 1999).
Similar arginine-based ER retrieval motifs have been found in
TASK channels (O’Kelly et al., 2002), sodium channels (Zhang
et al., 2008), glutamate receptors (Horak et al., 2008; Nasu-Nish-
imura et al., 2006; Ren et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2001; Vivithana-
porn et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2001), acetylcholine receptors (Keller
et al., 2001; Srinivasan et al., 2011), and the ER resident calcium
channel localization factor-1 (CALF-1) that promotes surface
expression of calcium channels (Saheki and Bargmann, 2009).
Short traffic motifs have also been found to facilitate ER exit
and forward trafficking of channels, such as diacidicmotifs in po-
tassium channels (Ma et al., 2001; Mikosch and Homann, 2009;
Mikosch et al., 2006; Zuzarte et al., 2007) via potentially cooper-
ative interactions with Sec24 cargo receptors of COPII vesicles
(Mikosch et al., 2009; Sieben et al., 2008) and the I/LXM motif
in the acetylcholine receptor b4 subunit that binds to Sec24D/C
but not Sec24A/B cargo receptors (Mancias and Goldberg,
2008). These diverse interactions exemplify the distinct cargo-
binding capacities of Sec24 paralogs (Dong et al., 2012; Lord
et al., 2013; Miller and Schekman, 2013).
Not only do the Sec24 cargo receptors in the prebudding
Sec23-Sec24-Sar1 complex serve evolutionarily conserved
functions for forward trafficking of various ion channels, the
cornichon family of proteins that may interact with both cargos
and the Sec23-Sec24-Sar1 complex for incorporation into COPII
vesicles could also function as cargo receptors in organisms
ranging from yeast tomammals.DrosophilaCornichon is a cargo
receptor for ER export of the TGFa-like growth factor Gurken
(Bo¨kel et al., 2006). In yeast, the cornichon homologs Erv14p
and Erv15p are cargo receptors for membrane proteins impor-
tant for yeast budding and sporulation (Nakanishi et al., 2007;
Powers and Barlowe, 2002). Erv14p is also crucial for functional
expression of mammalian potassium channels in yeast (Haass
et al., 2007). Mammalian cornichon homologs 2 and 3
(CNIH-2/CNIH-3) that associate with AMPA receptors in central
neurons can increase their surface expression and alter channel666 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.properties in expression systems (Gill et al., 2011; Kato et al.,
2010; Schwenk et al., 2009). Conditional knockout of these
mouse cornichon homologs reduces surface expression of het-
eromeric AMPA receptors that contain GluA1 and GluA2; the
selectivity for GluA1 is attributed to the ability of transmembrane
AMPA receptor regulatory protein (TARP) g-8 to prevent func-
tional association of cornichons with non-GluA1 AMPA subunits
(Herring et al., 2013). These examples illustrate how cargo re-
ceptors and dedicated auxiliary subunits may regulate channel
traffic, thereby controlling channel density and composition.
As channels assemble in the ER and traffic through the secre-
tory pathway and endosomal pathway, they are exposed to
different chaperones and modifying enzymes as well as different
pHs ranging from pH 7.2 in the ER lumen, to pH 6.0–6.7 in the
Golgi, and pH 5.5 in secretory vesicles (Mindell, 2012; Stauber
and Jentsch, 2013). Retrieval of channels from the cell surface
for recycling or degradation also takes channels from a neutral
to a low pH environment on the extracellular/luminal side. The
sensitivity of various channels to pH on the extracellular and
luminal side of the membrane may be one of the mechanisms
to modulate channel activity in different intracellular compart-
ments and seems to be a fundamental property of the channel
life cycle that deserves increased scrutiny.
What Next?
In the final paragraphs of this Perspective, we offer some
thoughts for key challenges that remain for the field.
Channels as Macromolecular Complexes in Motion
Since the first characterization of the squid axonal sodium and
potassium conductances and their voltage dependence 60
years ago by Hodgkin and Huxley (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952),
a desire to understand the nature andmechanics of ion channels
has driven the field to devise novel approaches, such as the
patch clamp (Hamill et al., 1981), and to harness challenging
technologies including crystallography and real-time monitoring
of channel conformational changes, in order to study how ion
channels work and how they mediate neuronal signaling. These
studies have uncovered the molecular motions of sensing
and gating most completely in voltage-gated (Chowdhury and
Chanda, 2012; Tombola et al., 2006; Vargas et al., 2012), acetyl-
choline-gated (Changeux, 2012; Corringer et al., 2012; Unwin,
2013), and glutamate-gated (Mayer, 2011; Paoletti et al., 2013)
channels and revealed the modular construction of many chan-
nel types, both within the membrane portions (Minor, 2006; Yu
and Catterall, 2004) and in the extramembranous parts (Mayer,
2011; Minor, 2007). Understanding how such multicomponent
devices act to integrate input signals that regulate the basic
function of opening a hole for ions to pass remains a major
challenge.
There are many channel families in which the gating mecha-
nisms are still very obscure, including thermosensation by TRP
channels (Nilius and Owsianik, 2011; Ramsey et al., 2006a), me-
chanosensation by the TRP channel NOMPC (Yan et al., 2013)
and Piezo channels (Coste et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012), and
the gating of CRAC channels via formation of multiprotein com-
plexes that involve both plasma and intracellular membrane
components (McNally and Prakriya, 2012). Basic questions of
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what regulates gating remain central to understanding these
fascinating molecules. Amazingly, even in this genomics era,
the molecular identity of some channels and channel-mediated
signaling processes in the nervous system remain elusive.
Notable among these is the still mysterious molecular identity
of themechanotransduction channel that is responsible for hear-
ing (Kazmierczak and Mu¨ller, 2012). Molecular identification of
these still missing in action molecules will bring us back to the
basic questions of how does the hole open and what goes
through it?
It will be essential to obtain multiple structures of different
types of channels captured in each of their functional states so
that gating transitions measured functionally and molecular
motions detected optically can be understood in terms of atomic
rearrangements. Only this knowledge will bring us to the point
where our understanding of molecular mechanism can be put
to the test of recapitulation by realistic molecular dynamics
simulations and movies of structures in action. Moreover, infor-
mation of this kind should make it possible to understand how
disease mutations (Ashcroft, 2000, 2006) affect function. Reach-
ing these goals will require further developments in structural
studies, new ways to trap channel states, and additional
methods for observing gating in real time in the manner
of voltage-clamp fluorometry. Additionally, as computational
power continues to increase and simulations approach the time-
scales of actual gating events (Jensen et al., 2010, 2012), we also
expect that more insights into molecular mechanism will come
from a combination of simulation and experiment (Dror et al.,
2012; Ostmeyer et al., 2013; Sauguet et al., 2013; Stansfeld
and Sansom, 2011).
Pharmacological Reagents, Channel Control, and Brain
Function
Although some of the classically studied channels have well-
developed pharmacologies (Hille, 2001), most channel types
lack selective agents that could be used tomanipulate their func-
tion or identify them in a native setting. This inability to control
function not only hinders studies of basic mechanisms but pre-
vents understanding of what particular channels do in complex
environments such as a brain slice or whole animal. To return
to 1988, one of the studies in the Neuron inaugural year used a
selective high-affinity compound, saxitoxin, to follow thematura-
tion of NaVs in rat retina (Wollner et al., 1988).Why, 25 years later,
do we still lack high-affinity and highly selective compounds for
most of the cloned channels? Similar to the call placed in 1977
that highlighted the need for the tools of physical chemistry to
be marshaled to understand channels better, we make the call
for the tools of chemical biology and ligand discovery to be
employed to develop small molecules (Bagal et al., 2013; Dunlop
et al., 2008; Wulff et al., 2009) and biologics (Baron et al., 2013;
Klint et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2012) that can selectivity affect
channel function. One approach would be to use the emerging
structural data as a platform for virtual docking to find leads,
as is being done using the multitude of new GPCR structures
(Shoichet and Kobilka, 2012).
In addition to structure-guided modulator discovery, another
promising approach for gaining control of a particular channelis the use of tethered ligands, in which covalent tethering pro-
vides specificity and high local concentration to overcome a
lack of ligand selectivity and low affinity (Erlanson et al., 2004).
A variant of this approach that is particularly suited to the study
of the nervous system is the photoswitched-tethered ligand. In
this case, the linker connecting the active moiety to the protein
can be rapidly and reversibly photoisomerized using two wave-
lengths of light to alternatively present ligand to its binding site
and remove it and thereby activate or antagonize channels or
block their pores (Szobota and Isacoff, 2010). Another prom-
ising strategy would be to engineer channels to respond to
nonnative and normally inert ligands (Shapiro et al., 2012), as
has been done in the so-called RASSL and DREADD G
protein-coupled receptors (Alexander et al., 2009; Pei et al.,
2008). The attraction of these latter methods is that they can
bring the precision of studies that have been carried out in non-
neuronal cells in Neuron’s first 25 years to the natural world of
supermolecular complexes in neurons and within the intact
neural circuits in vivo.
The answer, then, to the question, ‘‘Is there anything left to
learn?’’ is a resounding ‘‘Yes!!!’’ There remain many critical is-
sues of basic mechanism that need to be sorted out for many
channel classes. The exciting thing for the coming quarter cen-
tury is that channelologists will have an ever-increasing ability
to move from approaching channels as macromolecules to
channels as biological entities. Making such connections should
take us closer to the dream of understanding the function of the
most complex device of all driven by life’s spark: the human
brain.
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